Jewish Clergy Sign-On Letter Regarding the Right to Protest

As Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel said, to march is to pray with our feet. Throughout American history, the right to protest peacefully has been a hallmark of free expression. In the past week, clergy of all faiths have joined in and supported protests happening in cities nationwide, spurred by the death of George Floyd at the hands of police. Like Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Dreasjon “Sean” Reed and too many others to name, Mr. Floyd was a victim of the nation’s long history of brutality against people of color, and particularly Black men. Protests are a just response to all-too-familiar anger, frustration, and pain. I stand for the right to peaceful protest and call on our nation’s law enforcement and elected officials not to interfere with this bedrock First Amendment expression.

Signed,

Rabbi Joshua Aaronson, Temple Judea of Tarzana
Rabbi Joel N Abraham, Temple Sholom, Scotch Plains, NJ
Rabbi Susan Abramson, Temple Shalom Emeth, Burlington, MA
Rabbi Laura Abraley, Temple Shalom of Newton
Rabbi Ruth Adar, Coffee Shop Rabbi
Rabbi Richard Address, Jewish Sacred Aging
Rabbi David Adelson, HUC-JIR
Cantor Lauren Adesnik, Temple Emanu-El of Greater Atlanta
Rabbi Julie Pelc Adler, Congregation Beth Shalom, DeKalb, IL
Rabbi Richard Agler
Rabbi Jaime Aklepi, Temple Beth Am
Rabbi Sanford Akselrad, Congregation Ner Tamid
Rabbi Liora Alban
Rabbi Mona Alf, Cong. B’nai Israel
Rabbi Alana Alpert, Detroit Jews for Justice
Rabbi Tom Alpert, Temple Etz Chaim, Franklin, MA
Rabbi Jaymee Alpert, Congregation Beth David
Rabbi Renni Altman, Vassar Temple
Rabbi Sharon Anisfeld, Hebrew College
Rabbi Batsheva Appel, Temple Emanu-El
Rabbi Victor Appel, Temple Emanu-El of Westfield
Rabbi Ramie Arian, Consultant to Jewish Camps
Rabbi David Ariel-Joel, The Temple
Rabbi Benjamin Arnold, Congregation Beth Evergreen
Rabbi Melanie Aron, Congregation Shir Hadash
Rabbi Daniel Aronson, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Erica Asch, Temple Beth El (Augusta, Maine)
Rabbi Arik Ascherman, Torat Tzedek-Torah of Justice
Cantor Devorah Avery, Temple Shalom
Rabbi Vicki Axe, Congregation Shir Ami
Rabbi Craig Axler, Temple Isaiah
Rabbi Benjamin Azriel, Temple Beth Or -- Dayton, OH
Rabbi Ilana Baden, Temple Chai
Rabbi Ethan Bair, Temple Beth Sholom, Miami Beach
Rabbi Carole Balin, HUC-JIR
Cantor Lauren Bandman,
Rabbi Daniel Bar-Nahum, Temple B'nai Torah - A Reform Congregation
Rabbi Pearl BarLev, CCAR
Rabbi Benjamin Barnett, Havurah Shalom
Rabbi Jessica Barolsky,
Cantor Paula Baruch, Temple Anshe Sholom
Rabbi Morris Barzilai, Sinai Free Synagogue
Rabbi David Basior, Kadima Reconstructionist Community
Rabbi Eliot Baskin, Temple Emanuel Denver
Rabbi Aviva Bass, Temple Sinai of Palm Beach County
Rabbi David Dunn Bauer,
Rabbi Renee Bauer, Jewish Social Services of Madison
Rabbi Philip Bazeley, Anshe Emeth Memorial Temple, New Brunswick, NJ
Rabbi Rachel Bearman, Temple B'nai Chaim
Cantor Chanin Becker,
Rabbi Shelley Kovar Becker,
Rabbi Emeritus Martin P. Beifield Jr., Congregation Beth Ahabah
Kohenet Rakia Beimel,
Rabbi Lisa Sari Bellows, Congregation Beth Am
Rabbi Marci Bellows, Congregation Beth Shalom Rodfe Zedek
Rabbi Sandra Bellush, Temple Am Echad
Rabbi Jeshayahu (Shai) Beloosesky, Congregation children of Israel, Augusta GA
Rabbi Karen Bender,
Rabbi Debra Bennet, Temple Chaverim
Rabbi Joshua Bennett, Temple Israel, West Bloomfield, Michigan
Rabbi Allen Bennett, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Peter Berg, The Temple, Atlanta GA
Kohenet Elizabeth J. Berger, The Burnout Chaplain, Melville, NY
Rabbah Arlene Berger,  
Rabbi Josh Berkenwald, Congregation Sinai, San Jose  
Rabbi Leah Berkowitz, Congregation Kol Ami  
Rabbi Stephen Berkowitz,  
Rabbi Marc Berksen, Congregaton Emanuel-El B’ne Jeshurun  
Cantor Julie Berlin, Temple Beth-El  
Rabbi Andi Berlin, Berlin Consulting, LLC  
Rabbi Alan Berlin, Temple Beth-El

Rabbi Sandra Berliner,  
Rabbi Marjorie Berman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College  
Cantor Jennifer Bern-Vogel, Congregation Emanu El, Redlands  
Rabbi Nicole Berne, Congregation Beth Israel  
Rabbi Leila Gal Berner, ALEPH  
Rabbi Aryeh Bernstein, Avodah  
Rabbi Ellen Bernstein,  
Rabbi Cantor Arlene Bernstein, Beth Israel San Diego  
Rabbi Allison Berry, Temple Shalom  
Rabbi Linda Bertenthal, Temple Emanuel of Davenport Iowa  
Rabbi Brian Besser, Congregation Beth Shalom, Bloomington, IN  
Rabbi Cantor Marie Betcher, American Conference of Cantors  
Rabbi Jonathan Biatch, Temple Beth El, Madison, Wisconsin  
Rabbi Michael Birnholz, Temple Beth Shalom  
Rabbi Joseph Black, Temple Emanuel - Denver CO (Reform Judaism - URJ)  
Rabbi Joe Blair, Temple Israel, Charleston WV  
Rabbi Stacey Blank, Kehilat Shir Chadash  
Rabbi Bradley Bleefeld, Congregation Beth Hillel-Beth Abraham,  
Rabbi Barry Block, Congregation B’nai Israel, Little Rock, Arkansas  
Rabbi Richard Block, Central Conference of American Rabbis  
Rabbi Barbara Block, CCAR  
Rabbi Rena Blumenthal,  
Rabbi Jacob Blumenthal, Rabbinical Assembly  
Rabbi Marc Blumenthal,  
Rabbi Kim Blumenthal, Bet Chaverim, Columbia MD  
Rabbi Steven Bob, Congregation Etz Chaim  
Rabbi Karen Bodney-Halasz,  
Rabbi Karen Bogard, Central Reform Congregation  
Rabbi Dana Bogatz, First Hebrew Congregation, Peekskill NY  
Rabbi Stephen Booth-Nadav, The Multifaith Leadership Forum of Metro Denver
Rabbi Emeritus Neal Borovitz, Temple Avodat Shalom River Edge NJ
Rabbi Anna Boswell-Levy, Congregation Kol Emet (Reconstructionist)
Rabbi Erin Boxt, Temple Beth El - Knoxville, TN
Rabbi Deborah Bravo, MakomNY
Cantor Josh Breitzer, Congregation Beth Elohim, Brooklyn NY
Rabbi Julie Bressler, Temple Beth Shalom, Needham, MA
Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor, Congregation Shirat HaYam, Nantucket
Hazzan Diana Brewer, OHALAH Association of Rabbis and Cantors for Jewish Renewal
Kohenet Shoshana Bricklin, Philadelphia, PA
Rabbi Cari Bricklin-Small, Temple Shir Tikvah, Winchester Ma
Rabbi Kenneth Brickman,
Rabbi Deborah Brin,
Rabbi Rick Brody, Jewish Family Service of Colorado
Cantor Vera Broekhuysen,
Rabbi Caryn Broitman, Martha's Vineyard Hebrew Center
Rabbi Lester Bronstein, Bet Am Shalom Synagogue, White Plains NY
Rabbi Debra Bronstein, Congregation Har HaShem
Rabbi Jeffrey Brown, Scarsdale Synagogue Temples Tremont and Emanu-El
Rabbi Josh Brown, Temple Israel, Akron, Ohio
Rabbi Megan Brudney, Temple Beth El (Bloomfield Hills, MI)
Rabbi David Brusin, Congregation Shir Hadash
Rabbi Shawna Brynjegard-Bialik,
Hazzan Paul Buch, Temple Beth Israel
Rabbi Steve Burnstein, Kehilat Birkat Shalom
Cantor Idra Rae Cahana, Congregation Beth Israel Portland Oregon
Rabbi Michael Cahana, Congregation Beth Israel, Portland, Oregon
Rabbi Carol Caine, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Jillian Cameron,
Rabbi Reba Carmel, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Kenneth Carr, Temple Chayai Shalom
Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben, Kehillat Israel Reconstructionist Congregation
Rabbi Joshua Caruso, Fairmount Temple
Rabbi Don Cashman, B'nai Sholom Reform Congregation, Albany, NY
Rabbi Kerry Chaplin,
Rabbi Ken Chasen, Leo Baeck Temple
Rabbi Mari Chernow, Temple Chai of Phoenix, Arizona
Rabbi Noah Chertkoff, Congregation Shalom
Rabbi Stephen Julius Chicurel-Stein,
Rabbi Michael M. Cohen, Israel Congregation
Rabbi Phil M. Cohen, Congregation Beth Shalom
Rabbi Howard Cohen, Congregation Shirat Hayam
Rabbi David Cohen, Congregation Sinai
Rabbi Valerie Cohen, Temple Emanuel Sinai
Rabbi Paul Cohen, Temple Jeremiah
Rabbi Malcolm Cohen, Temple Sinai, Las Vegas
Rabbi Emily Cohen, RRA
Rabbi Andrea Cohen Kiener, Temple Israel Greenfield
Rabbi Judy Cohen-Rosenberg, Cantor Richard Cohn, HUC-JIR
Rabbi Holly Cohn, Rabbi Scott Colbert, Temple Emanu-El of Greater Atlanta, Emeritus
Rabbi Karen Companez, Temple Beth-El, South Bend, Indiana
Rabbi Glynis Conyer, Rabbi Alan Cook, Sinai Temple, Champaign, Illinois
Rabbi Julian Cook, NAORRR
Cantor Melanie Cooperman, Community Synagogue of Rye
Rabbi Mychal Copeland, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Heidi Coretz, Hillel at SMU
Rabbi Meryl Crean, RRA
Rabbi Darryl Crystal, Temple B’nai Shalom
Rabbi Jacques Cukierkorn, Brit Braja Worldwide Jewish Outreach
Rabbi Jon Cutler, Beth Israel Congregation of Chester County
Rabbi Charlie Cytron-Walker,
Kohenet Rachel Dale, Kohenet Kehilah
Rabbi Dan Danson, Temple B’nai Israel
Rabbi Faith Joy Dantowitz, Temple B’nai Abraham
Rabbi Lindsey Danziger, Zioness
Rabbi Benjamin David, Adath Emanu-El
rabbis stanley davids, wilshire boulevard temple
Rabbi April Davis, Center for Exploring Judaism
Rabbi Mona Decker, Reconstructionist
Rabbi Elana Dellal, The Liberal Jewish Synagogue
Rabbi Lisa Derlon, Peninsula Temple Sholom, Burlingame, CA
Rabbi Geoffrey Dennis, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Kohenet Batya Diamond, The Wilton (CT) Jewish Center
Rabbi Reni Dickman, Chicago Board of Rabbis
Rabbi Lucy Dinner, Temple Beth Or
Rabbi Leah Doberne-Schor, 
Rabbi Boris Dolin, Congregation Dorshei Emet, Montreal, QC 
Rabbi Shelton Donnell, 
Cantor Lisa Doob, Temple Isaiah, Lexington, MA 
Cantor Ellen Dreskin, Ardsley, NY 
Rabbi Billy Dreskin, Woodlands Community Temple (White Plains, NY) 
Rabbi Jessy Dressin, Repair the World 
Rabbi Debra Dressler, Temple Israel of London Ontario 
Rabbi Ellen Dreyfus, Shir Tikvah 
Rabbi Dr. Andy Dubin, New York, NY 
Rabbi Elizabeth Dunsker, Congregation Kol Ami 
Rabbi David Eber, Jewish Reconstructionist Congregation 
Cantor Linda Ecker, Congregation B'nai Tzedeck 
Rabbi/Professor Joseph Edelheit, St. Cloud State University 
Rabbi ariel edery, Beth Shalom, Wake County NC 
Rabbi David Edleson, Temple Sinai, Vermont 
Rabbi Denise Eger, Congregation Kol Ami 
Rabbi Rebecca Einstein Schorr, 
Rabbi Jeffrey Eisenstat, RRA 
Rabbi Marc Ekstrand, Temple Emanu-El, Waterford, CT 
Rabbi Jacqueline Koch Ellenson, Women's Rabbinic Network, Director Emerita 
Rabbi Tami Elliott Goodman, 
Rabbi Jeffrey Elson, 
Jewish Chaplain Amelia Ender, Mount Holyoke College 
Rabbi Steven Engel, Congregation of Reform Judaism 
Rabbi Cindy Enger, Central Conference of American Rabbis 
Kohenet Rebekah Erev, Jewish Voice for Peace 
Rabbi Lewis Eron, Lions Gate CCRC, Voorhees NJ (retired) 
Rabbi Helaine Ettinger, Philipstown Reform Synagogue 
Rabbi Susan Falk, Reconstructionist 
Rabbi Anne Feibelman, Reconstructing Judaism 
Cantor Kenneth Feibush, Temple Sholom of West Essex 
Rabbi Robert Feinberg, Retired 
Rabbi Dena Feingold, Beth Hillel Temple, Kenosha, WI (URJ) 
Rabbi Morley Feinstein, University Synagogue 
Rabbi Nora Feinstein, 
Rabbi Jen Feldman, Kehillah Synagogue 
Rabbi Marla Feldman, Women of Reform Judaism 
Rabbi Lou Feldstein, Congregation B'nai Israel
Rabbi Lori Feldstein-Gardner, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Daniel Fellman, Temple Concord
Rabbi Jason Fenster, Congregation BJBE
Rabbi Diana Fersko, Village Temple New York City, New York
Rabbi Michael Fessler, Reconstructing Judaism
Rabbi BRIAN FIELD, President, Rocky Mountain Rabbinical Association
Kohenet Keshira haLev Fife, Kesher Pittsburgh / Kohenet Hebrew Priestess Institute
Rabbi Avi Fine, Temple De Hirsch Sinai
Rabbi Brian Fink, Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan
Rabbi Brian Fink, Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan
Cantor Barbara Finn, Congregation Albert, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Rabbi Allison Flash, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Joel Fleekop, Temple Beth El of Pensacola
Rabbi Sharon Forman, Westchester Reform Temple
Rabbi Ari Lev Fornari, Kol Tzedek
Rabbi Karen Fox, Wilshire Blvd Temple
Rabbi Steven Fox, Emeritus, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Cantor Lonee Frailich, Temple Akiba
Cantor Claire Franco, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Samantha Frank, 92nd Street Y
Rabbi Emeritus David Frank, Temple Solel
Rabbi Leora Frankel, Larchmont Temple
Rabbi John Franken, Temple Adas Shalom
Rabbi Jonathan Freirich, Temple Beth Zion, Buffalo
Cantor Chayim Frenkel, Kehillat Israel
Rabbi Lee Friedlander, Reconstructionist Synagogue of the North Shore
Rabbi Marsha Friedman, Reconstructionist
Rabbi Dayle Friedman, Congregation Leyv Ha-Ir, Philadelphia, PA
Rabbi Elana Friedman, Jewish Life at Duke
Rabbi Matt Friedman, Antelope Roseville Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Donna Friedman,
Rabbi Michael Friedman, Temple Israel of Westport
Rabbi Stacy Friedman, Rodef Sholom
Cantor Jennifer Frost, Congregation BJBE
Rabbi nancy Fuchs Kreimer, RRA
Rabbi Rachel Gartner, Georgetown University and the Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Daniel Geffen, Temple Adas Israel of Sag Harbor
Rabbi David Gelfand, Temple Israel of the City of New York
Rabbi Kim Geringer, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
Rabbi Sarah Bracha Gershuny,
Rabbi Jordie Gerson, Greenwich Reform Synagogue
Rabbi Gary Gerson, Oak Park Temple B’nai Abraham Zion
Rabbi James Gibson, Temple Sinai
Rabbi Jeremy Gimbel, Congregation Beth Israel
Student Rabbi Josh Gischner,
Rabbi Emeritus Gordon Gladstone, D.D., Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Maya Glasser, Anshe Emeth Memorial Temple
Rabbi Joan Glazer Farber, Derekh: A Pathway into Adult Jewish Learning
Rabbi Emeritus Gary Glickstein, Temple Beth Sholom, Miami Beach, FL
Cantor Vicky Glikin, Temple Emanu-El
Rabbi Bob Gluck, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Brian Glusman, Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta
Rabbi Rosalind Gold, Rabbi Emerita, Northern Virginia Hebrew Cong.
Rabbi Neal Gold, Massachusetts Board of Rabbis
Rabbi Elisa Goldberg, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Paula Goldberg, CCAR
Rabbi Ilanit Goldberg-Gradess, Jewish Theological Seminary
Rabbi Rachel Goldenberg, Malkhut Queens
Rabbi Irwin Goldenberg, Reform Movement
Rabbi Barbara Goldman-Wartell, Temple Concord
Rabbi Deborah Goldmann, Congregation Shaareth Israel, Lubbock, TX
Rabbi Lynne Goldsmith, Temple Or Hadash
Cantorial Student Jordan Goldstein,
Rabbi Andrea Goldstein, Congregation Shaare Emeth
Rabbi Seth Goldstein,
Rabbi Ari Goldstein, Temple Beth Shalom, Arnold, MD
Cantor David Goldstein, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Isaama Goldstein-Stoll, Slifka Center for Jewish Life at Yale
Rabbi Jeffrey Goldwasser, Temple Sinai, Cranston, RI
Cantor Lauren Goodlev, Beth David Reform Congregation
Rabbi Zachary Goodman, Holy Blossom Temple
Rabbi Linda Henry Goodman, Rabbi Emerita, Union Temple of Brooklyn
Rabbinic student David N. Goodman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Keren Gorban, Temple Sinai, Pittsburgh
Rabbi Sam Gordon, Congregation Sukkat Shalom
Rabbi Andy Gordon, Bolton Street Synagogue
Rabbi Arianna Gordon, Temple Israel of Metro Detroit
Rabbi Jodie Gordon, Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
Rabbi Andrea Gouze, Temple Beth Emunah, Easton, MA
Rabbi Lisa Grant, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
Cantor Orna Green, Har Sinai Temple of Pennington
Rabbi C. Michelle Greenberg,
Cantor Tanya Greenblatt, Congregation Beth Am, Tampa, FL
Rabbi Fred Greene, Congregation Har HaShem, Boulder, CO
Rabbi Rachel Greengrass, Temple Beth Am
Rabbi Jennifer R Greenspan, Congregation Beth-El Zedeck
Rabbi Reuven Greenvald,
Rabbi Daniel Gropper, Community Synagogue of Rye
Rabbi Victor Gross, Yerusha
Rabbi Arthur Gross Schaefer, Community Shul of Santa Barbara and Montecito
Rabbi Rachel Gross-Prinz, Congregation Emanu-el of the City of New York
Rabbi Rayna Grossman, RRA
Rabbi Eric Gurvis, Sha’arei Shalom
Rabbi Debra Hachen, Retired
Rabbi Andrew Hahn, Kirtan Rabbi
Rabbi Judith HaLevy, Malibu Jewish Center and Synagogue
Rabbi Emeritus Stanley Halpern, Congregation Beth Shalom
Rabbi Shoshana Hantman,
Rabbi Laura Harari, CCAR
Rabbi Carmit Harari, Shir Tikvah, Homewood, IL
Rabbi Ilene Harkavy Haigh, WAJC/Congregation Shir Shalom
Rabbi Alicia Harris,
Rabbi Vered Harris,
Rabbi-Cantor Kim Harris, Congregation B’nai Chaim, Morrison CO
Cantor Deborah Hartman, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Michael Harvey, Temple Israel
Rabbi Patti Haskell, RRA
Cantor Sara Hass, Temple Israel of Long Beach, CA
Rabbi Lindaey Healey-Pollack, Congregation Kol HaNeshamah, Englewood, NJ
Rabbi Melissa Heller, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Alan Henkin, Beth Knesset Bamidbar
Rabbi Elias Herb, Temple Beth Sholom, Salem, Oregon
Rabbi Howard Herman, Naples Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Emeritus Floyd Herman, Har Sinai Oheb Shalom Congregation
Rabbi Emeritus B Charles Herring, Temple Kol Ami Scottsdale Arizona
Rabbi Lev Herrnson,
Rabbi Rachel Hersh, Adat Shalom Reconstructionist Congregation
Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen, Temple Emanu-El
Rabbi Joui Hessel,
Rabbi Jay Heyman, Reform
Cantor Naomi Hirsch, Philadelphia, PA
Rabbi Deborah Hirsch, The Village Temple
Rabbi Neil Hirsch, Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
Rabbi Lisa Hochberg-Miller, Temple Beth Torah, Ventura CA
Rabbi Jason Holtz,
Rabbi Marla Hornsten, Temple Israel
Rabbi Michael Howald, Temple Israel Staten Island
Rabbi Mark Hurvitz, Davka.org
Rabbi Miriam Hyman, Temple Beth-El, Poughkeepsie
Rabbi Shirley Idelson, Dartmouth College
Rabbi Me'irah Iliinsky, Jewish Community Center of San Francisco
Rabbi Sandi Intraub, Beth El Temple Center, Belmont, MA
Rabbi Rachel Isaacs, Colby College/Beth Israel Congregation
Rabbi Debbie Israel, CONGREGATION EMETH
Rabbi Rachael Jackson,
Rabbi Eliana Jacobowitz, Temple B’nai Brith of Somerville
Rabbi Jill Jacobs, T’ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human Rights
Rabbi Steven Jacobs, CCAR
Rabbi Rick Jacobs, Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi Marci Jacobs, Baltimore, MD
Rabbi Daria Jacobs-Velde, Oseh Shalom
Rabbi Devorah Jacobson,
Rabbi Jennifer Jaech, Temple Israel of Northern Westchester
Cantor Kenneth Jaffe, member, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Cantor Ellen Jaffe-Gill, Tidewater Chavurah, Virginia Beach
Rabbi Beth Janus,
Rabbi Amita Jarmon,
Rabbi Rachel Joseph, Congregation Beth Israel, Portland, Oregon
Cantor Kate Judd, Brattleboro Area Jewish Community
Rabbi Bruce Kadden, Temple Beth El Tacoma, WA
Cantor Marcy Kadin, Beth Am Temple, Pearl River, NY
Rabbi Samantha Kahn, Temple Sinai, Sarasota, Fl
Rabbi Rachel Kahn-Troster, T’ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human Rights
Rabbi Cassi Kail, Temple Beth El, San Pedro
Rabbi Mark Kaiserman, The Reform Temple of Forest Hills
Rabbi Beth Kalisch, Beth David Reform Congregation, Gladwyne, PA
Cantor Rachel Kalmowitz, Temple Beth El - Bloomfield Hills, MI
Rabbi Jennifer Kaluzny, Temple Israel, West Bloomfield, MI
Rabbi Rebecca Kamis,
Rabbi Lewis Kamrass, Isaac M. Wise Temple
Rabbi Greg Kanter, Kahal Kadosh Beth Elohim
Rabbi Rachel Kaplan Marks, Congregation Shalom, Milwaukee
Rabbi Larry Karol, Temple Beth-El Las Cruces, NM
Rabbi Stephen Karol,
Rabbi Emeritus Henry Karp, Temple Emanuel, Davenport, Iowa
Rabbi Harley Karz-Wagman, Congregation Bayt Shalom
Rabbi Joanna Katz, Awakened Heart Project
Rabbi David Katz, Temple Beth El of Williamsburg
Rabbi Alan Katz, Temple Sinai Rochester NY
Rabbi Neal Katz, Congregation Beth El - Tyler, TX
Cantor Aviva Katzman, Temple Sholom
Cantor Jason Kaufman, Beth El Hebrew Congregation/ACC
Rabbi Leora Kaye, URJ
Rabbi Karyn Kedar, Congregation BJBE
Rabbi Rick Kellner,
Rabbi Justin Kerber, B.C.C.,
Cantor Penny Kessler, United Jewish Center, Danbury, CT
Cantor Ilene Keys, Temple Sinai, Oakland, CA
Cantor Sara Kheel, Temple Beth Shalom of Vero Beach
Rabbi YoHanna Kinberg, Kol Ami: A Center for Jewish Life
Rabbi Ralph P. Kingsley, Temple Sinai of North Dade
Rabbi Paul Kipnes, Congregation Or Ami
Cantor Todd Kipnis, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Donna Kirshbaum, Bethlehem Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Bet Klafter, Temple Beth David
Rabbi Joe Klein, Rabbi Emeritus, Temple Emanu-El (Oak Park)
Rabbi Jason Klein,
Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum, Congregation Beit Simchat Torah (CBST)
Rabbi Jonathan Kligler, Woodstock Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Ronald Klotz, Indiana University Hillel
Rabbi Asher Knight, Temple Beth El
Rabbi Alison Kobey, Congregation Or Chadash, Damascus, MD
Cantor Hayley Kobilinsky, Spiritual Leader, Congregation Chavurat Tikvah, Rye Brook, NY
Rabbi Douglas Kohn, Temple Beth Jacob, Newburgh, NY
Rabbi Stephanie Kolin, Union Temple of Brooklyn
Rabbi Neil Kominsky, retired
Rabbi Ashira Konigsburg, Rabbinical Assembly
Rabbi Elisa Koppel,
Rabbi Bonnie Koppell, Temple Chai
Rabbi Ira Korinow, Temple Israel • Portsmouth, NH
Cantor Leigh Korn, Temple Isaiah, Lafayette, CA
Rabbi Jamie Korngold, Adventure Rabbi
Rabbi Jay M. Kornsgold, Rabbinical Assembly
Rabbi Mitchell Kornspan, Rabbi Emeritus Congregation B'nai Jacob
Rabbi Dr. Audrey Korotkin, affiliated with the CCAR and URJ
Rabbi Riqi Kosovske, Beit Ahavah ~ The Reform Synagogue of Greater Northampton
Rabbi Ilyse Kramer, Columbia Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Alex Kress,
Rabbi Brett Krichiver, Indianapolis Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Barry Krieger,
Rabbi Leah Kroll,
Rabbi Charles A. Kroloff, Temple Emanu-El, Westfield, NJ (Emeritus)
Rabbi Judith Kummer,
Rabbi David Kunin, Jewish Community of Japan
Rabbi Jonathan Kupetz, Temple Beth Israel, Pomona CA
Cantor Yosl Kurland, Temple Israel of Greenfield, MA
Cantor Alexandra Kurland, Congregation BJBE
Rabbi Emeritus Steven Kushner, Temple Ner Tamid, Bloomfield, NJ
Rabbi Jen Lader, Temple Israel of West Bloomfield, MI
Rabbi Howard Laibson, Congregation Shir Chadash, Lakewood
Rabbi Uri Lam, UJR AMLAT UNIAO DO JUDAÍSMO REFORMISTA PARA A AMÉRICA LATINA
Cantor Regina Lambert-Hayut, Member, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Karen Landy, RRA and Havurat Shalom, Andover, MA
Rabbi Amichai Lau-Lavie, Lab/Shul
Rabbi Adam Lavitt, Orchard Cove, Hebrew SeniorLife
Rabbi Emeritus Martin Lawson, Temple Emanu-El, San Diego, CA
Rabbi Alex Lazarus-Klein, Congregation Shir Shalom
Cantor Meara Lebovitz,
Rabi Esther Lederman, Union for Reform Judaism
Cantorial student Gabriel Lehrman, Hebrew Union College - JIR
Rabbi Darby Leigh, Kerem Shalom
Rabbi Shoshana Leis, Hebrew Congregation of Somers
Rabbi Dr. Michele LenkE, CHLA
Rabbi Roger Lerner, Monroe Temple of Liberal Judaism
Rabbi Darah Lerner, Congregation Beth El
Rabbi Devon Lerner, Roots of Reform Judaism
Rabbi Joshua Lesser, Congregation Bet Haverim
Rabbi Sarra Lev, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi David Levin, Jewish Relationships Initiative
Rabbi Mark Levin, Congregation Beth Torah, Overland Park, KS
Rabbi Daniel Levin, Temple Beth El of Boca Raton
Rabbi Jason Levine, Temple Beth Am, Seattle, Washington
Rabbi Jay LeVine, Temple Isaiah, Lafayette, CA
Rabbi Yael Levy, Mishkan Shalom
Rabbi David Levy, N/A
Rabbi Chai Levy, Congregation Netivot Shalom
Rabbi Emeritus Robert Levy, Temple Beth Emeth, Ann Arbor, MI
Rabbi Leah Lewis, Temple Menorah, Redondo Beach
Rabbi Valerie Lieber, Kane Street Synagogue, Brooklyn, NY
Rabbi Jacob Lieberman, Temple Beth El, Newark DE (for information purpose only)
Rabbi Beth Lieberman, Member, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Cantor Barbra Lieberstein, Cantor Barbra Lieberstein’s Jewish Lifecycles
Rabbi Mordechai Liebling, POWER Interfaith
Rabbi Yossi Liebowitz, B’nai Israel
Rabbi Seth Limmer, Chicago Sinai Congregation
Rabbi Susan Lippe, Reform Judaism
Rabbi Serge Lippe, Brooklyn Heights Synagogue
Rabbi David Lipper, Temple Kol Tikvah of Lake Norman
Rabbi Janet Liss, North Country Reform Temple
Rabbi Jane Rachel Litman, Center for LGBTQ and Gender Studies (CLGS)
Rabbi Emeritus Richard Litvak, Temple Beth El
Rabbi Sharon Litwin, Temple Shaaray Tefila
Rabbi Amy Loewenthal, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Alan Londy, The New Reform Temple of Kansas City
Rabbi Emily Losben-Ostrov, Temple of Israel, Wilmington NC
Rabbi Harold Loss, Temple Israel
Rabbi Michael Lotker, Jewish Federation of Ventura County, CA
Rabbi Jessica Lott,
Rabbi Steven Lowenstein, Am Shalom
Rabbi Jessica Lowenthal, Temple Beth Shalom of Melrose MA
Rabbi Ellie Miller, MAKOMnj
Rabbi Jonathan Miller, Temple Emanu-El, Birmingham, AL
Rabbi Bennett Miller, ARZA
Rabbi Yocheved Mintz, Congregation P'nai Tikvah
Rabbi James Mirel, Bet Chaverim Congregation
Cantor Rebekah Mirsky, Beth Shir Shalom
Rabbi David Mivasair, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Nina Mizrahi, Ames Jewish Congregation, Ames, IA
Rabbi Katie Mizrahi, Or Shalom Jewish Community
Rabbi Jack Moline,
Rabbi Eric Mollo, Temple B'nai B'rith
Rabbi Robert Morais, Temple Anshe Hesed of Erie PA
Rabbi Leana Moritt, Temple Beth-El, Jersey City
Rabbi Dan Moskovitz, Temple Sholom, Vancouver BC
Rabbi Michael Moskovitz, Temple Shir Shalom
Rabbi Danny Moss, Temple Israel - Westport, CT
Rabbi Sheldon Moss, CCAR
Rabbi Lucca Myara, Jewish Congregation of Minas Gerais (Brazil)
Cantor Sarah Myerson, Kane Street Synagogue
Cantor Shira Nafshi, Temple Beth Jacob
Rabbi Robin Nafshi, Temple Beth Jacob, Concord, NH
Rabbi Michael Namath, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
Rabbi Mara Nathan, Temple Beth-El, San Antonio, TX
Rabbi Fred Natkin, Mateh Chaim CCAR
Rabbi Ariel Naveh, Illini Hillel at the University of Illinois
Rabbi Arthur Nemitoff,
Rabbi Elana Nemitoff-Bresler, Temple Israel
Rabbi Jason Nevarez,
Rabbi Sarah Newmark,
Rabbi Joel Nickerson, Wilshire Boulevard Temple
Cantor Jacob Niemi, Temple Beth El, Madison, WI
Rabbi Dev Noily, Kehilla Community Synagogue
Rabbi Robert Nosanchuk, Anshe Chesed Fairmount Temple
Rabbi David Oler, Congregation Kadima
Rabbi Kerry Olitzky,
Rabbi Cookie Lea Olshein, Temple Israel of West Palm Beach, Florida
Rabbi Hannah Orden, Congregation Beth Hatikvah
Rabbi Robert Orkand, Retired
Rabbi David Osachy, Jacksonville, Florida
Cantor Barbara Ostfeld, Member, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Jordan Ottenstein, Congregation Dor Tamid
Cantor Judith Ovadia, Temple Sharaei Shalom, Boynton Beach, Florida
Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch, Temple Anshe Amunim
Rabbi Andrew Paley, Temple Shalom, Dallas TX
Rabbi Lee Paskind, Rabbinical Assembly
Rabbi Jack Paskoff, Congregation Shaarai Shomayim
Rabbi Allison Peiser, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Barbara Penzner, Temple Hillel B'nai Torah, Boston, MA
Rabbi Jill Perlman, Temple Isaiah
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter,
Rabbi Sara Perman, Rabbi Emerita Congregation Emanu-El Israel
Rabbi Shoshana Perry, Congregation Shalom
Rabbi Hara Person, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Jonah Dov Pesner, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
Rabbi Julie Pfau, Temple B'nai Abraham, Bordentown, NJ
Rabbi Bruce J. Pfeffer, Chaplain (Indianapolis)
Cantor Lauren Phillips Fogelman, Temple Israel of Northern Westchester
Rabbi Iah Pillsbury, Temple Beit Torah
Rabbi Alexis Pinsky,
Rabbi Ari Plost, Congregation B'nai Abraham, Hagerstown, Maryland
Rabbi Michael Pollack,
Rabbi Audrey Pollack, Solel Congregation
Rabbi Sam Pollak,
Rabbi Eric Polokoff, B'nai Israel of Southbury, CT
Rabbi Gayle Pomerantz, Temple Beth Sholom
Rabbi Fredric Pomerantz, Congregation Agudas Achim, Livingston Manor NY
Rabbi Jeff Portman, Agudas Achim
Rabbi Amber Powers, Reconstructing Judaism
Rabbi Marcia Prager, ALEPH: Alliance for Jewish Renewal
Rabbi Richard Prass, Congregation Beth Am
Rabbi Daniel Pressman, Congregation Beth David, Saratoga, CA
Rabbi Sally J. Priesand,
Prinz Deborah Prinz, Central Synagogue
Rabbi Ethan Prosnit, Temple Emanuel-El of Westfield, Nj
Rabbi Arnold Rachlis, University Synagogue, Irvine, CA
Cantor Sam Radwine, Congregation Etz Chaim of Northwest Arkansas, Bentonville, AR
Rabbi Bruce Raff, Temple Judea
Rabbi Laura Rappaport, Reform rabbi
Rabbi Yoni Regev, Temple Sinai, Oakland
Rabbi Rebecca Reice, Congregation Shir Ami, Cedar Park, TX
Rabbi Sarah Reines, Temple Shaaray Tefila
Cantor David Reinwald, Temple Beth Sholom, Santa Ana, CA
Rabbi Dr. Karen Reiss Medwed,
Rabbi Rachel Rembrandt, CCAR
Rabba Dorothy Richman,
Rabbi Elizabeth Richman, Jews United for Justice
Rabbi Rebecca Richman, Germantown Jewish Centre
Rabbi Yael Ridberg, Congregation Dor Hadash
Rabbi Stacy Rigler,
Rabbi Yair Robinson, Congregation Beth Emeth, Wilmington Delaware (Reform)
Rear Admiral USN, Rabbi, Dr. Harold Robinson, CCAR (retired from US military and JWB Jewish Chaplains Council)
Cantor Danielle Rodnizki, Westchester Reform Temple
Cantor Jen Roher, The Temple-Congregation Shomer Emunim
Rabbi Liz Rolle, Stamford Hospital
Rabbi Norman Roman, Temple Kol Ami
Rabbi Ariella Rosen, Jewish Theological Seminary
Rabbi Jason Rosenberg, Congregation Beth Am, Tampa
Cantor Emerita Aviva Rosenbloom, Temple Israel of Hollywood, CA
Rabbi Harry Rosenfeld, Congregation Albert
Rabbi Jennie Rosenn, Dayenu: A Jewish Call to Climate Action
Rabbi Cheryl Rosenstein,
Rabbi Eric Rosenstein, Temple Judea, Tarzana, CA
Rabbi Adam Rosenwasser, Temple Sinai, Washington, DC
Rabbi Michael Ross, Kent State Hillel & Temple Beth Shalom Hudson OH
Rabbi Amy Ross, Temple Emanu-El
Rabbi Dan Ross, Central Synagogue
Rabbi Lyle Rothman, University of Miami Hillel
Rabbi Ruhi Sophia Rubenstein, Temple Beth Israel - Center for Jewish Life
Rabbi Sandy Rubenstein,
Kohenet Yepeth Perla Rubin, Roots and Trails
Rabbi Sarah Rubin,
Rabbi Noah Rubinstein, 92Y
Kohenet SandraLaya Ruch,
Cantor Faryn Rudnick, Main Line Reform Temple
Cantor Jennifer Rueben, Ohef Sholom Temple, Norfolk, VA
Rabbi Gila Ruskn, Emeritus Temple Adas Shalom, Havre de Grace, MD
Rabbi Rachel Sabath Beit-Halachmi, Kaplan Center for Jewish Peoplehood
Cantor Elizabeth Sacks, Temple Emanuel Denver
Rabbi Joan Sacks, RRA
Rabbi Douglas Sagal, B’nai Israel
Rabbi Jared Saks, Congregation Bet Ha’am, South Portland, ME
Rabbi Elisheva Salamo, Congregation Beth Israel Judea
Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin, Temple Solel, Hollywood, FL
Rabbi Mark Sameth,
Rabbi Jade Sank Ross,
Rabbi Sara Sapadin,
Kohenet Bara Sapir,
Rabbi Sandy Sasso, Congregation Beth El Zedeck
Rabbi Dennis C Sasso, Congregation Beth El Zedeck
Rabbi Julie Saxe-Taller, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
Cantor Wally Schachet-Briskin, ACC
Rabbi Michael Schadick, Temple Emanuel, Grand Rapids, MI
Rabbi Peter Schaktman, Temple Emanu-El of Utica
Rabbi Toba Schaller, Milwaukee Jewish Day School
Rabbi Philip Schechter, Temple Shaar Emeth
Cantor Jodi Schechtman, Member, American Conference of Cantors
Cantor Tracey Scher, Larchmont Temple
Rabbi Fred Scherlinder Dobb, Adat Shalom Reconstructionist Congregation
Rabbi Simone Schicker, Temple B’nai Israel
Rabbi Stacy Schlein, The Temple - Tifereth Israel
Cantor Randall Schloss, Temple Israel of New Rochelle
Rabbi Rachel Schoenfeld, Congregation Beth Tikvah B’nai Israel
Rabbi Avi Schuman, Temple Beth Torah, Fremont, California
Rabbi Evan Schultz, Congregation B’nai Israel, Bridgeport, CT
Rabbi Jeremy Schwartz, Temple B’nai Israel, Willimantic, CT
Rabbi Amy Schwartzman, Temple Rodef Shalom
Rabbi Sid Schwarz, Senior Fellow, Hazon
Cantor Lisa Segal, Temple Beth Sholom, Miami Beach
Rabbi Emily E. Segal, Aspen Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Hugh Seid-Valencia,
Rabbi Dr. Elyse Seidner-Joseph, Making Kaddish: The Jewish Fellowship of Chester County
Cantor Judith Seplowin, Temple Beth-El
Rabbi Larry Sernovitz, Nafshenu
Rabbi Gerald Serottna, Interfaith Council
Cantor Leah Shafritz, Temple Shalom of Newton, MA
Rabbi Talya Weisbard Shalem, Medford, Massachusetts
Rabbi Jaimee Shalhevet, North Shore Synagogue
Rabbi Sue Shankman, Washington Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Dean Shapiro, Temple Emanuel of Tempe
Rabbi Howard Shapiro, CCAR
Rabbi Rhonda Shapiro-Rieser,
Rabbi Benjamin Sharff, The Reform Temple of Rockland
Rabbi Alan Shavit-Lonstein, By The Rivers & Adventure Judaism
Rabbi Michael Shefrin, Temple Emanu-El
Cantor Marina Shemesh, Temple Sinai Summit NJ
Rabbi Daniel Sher, Kehillat Israel
Rabbi Michael Shields, Temple Israel of Tallahassee - The Jewish Community Center of Tallahassee
Rabbi Jessica Shimberg, Kehilat Sukkat Shalom
Rabbi Rebecca Shinder, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Cantor Jaime Shpall, Congregation Beth Am, Los Altos Hills
Rabbi Alexandria Shuval-Weiner, Temple Beth Tikvah
Rabbi Paul Sidlofsky, Temple Isaiah, Stony Brook, NY
Rabbi Judith Siegal, Temple Judea
Rabbi Jodie Siff, The Reconstructionist Synagogue of the North Shore
Rabbi Pamela Silk, Congregation Emanu El
Rabbi Susan Silverman, Second Nurture: Every Child Deserves a Family—and a Community
Rabbi Lisa Silverstein, Positive Jewish Living
Cantor Rollin Simmons, Congregation Emanu El, Houston, TX
Rabbi Melissa B. Simon, North Carolina Hillel
Rabbi Suzanne Singer, Temple Beth El, Riverside, CA
Rabbi Jonathan Singer, Congregation Emanuel San Francisco
Rabbi Jacob Singer-Beilin, Bet Mishpachah
Rabbi Jeffrey Sirkman, Larchmont Temple
Rabbi Elliot Skiddell, Central Synagogue-Beth Emeth
Rabbi Alanna Sklover, Or Hadash: A Reconstructionist Congregation
Rabbi Marjorie Slome, West End Temple
Rabbi Amy Small, Ohavi Zedek Synagogue
Rabbi Ruth Smith,
Rabbi Joel Soffin, Jewish Helping Hands
Rabbi Myra Soifer, Temple Sinai
Rabbi Lily Solochek, Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
rabbi Marc Soloway, Congregation Bonai Shalom, Boulder, CO
Rabbi Howard Sommer, Temple Beth Tikvah, Madison CT, Rabbi Emeritus
Rabbi Michael Sommer, Har-Shalom Synagogue
Rabbi Marla Spanjer, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Cantor Kerith Spencer-Shapiro, University Synagogue, Los Angeles
Rabbi Scott Sperling, Beth El Congregation
Rabbi Judith Spicehandler,
Rabbi Aaron Spiegel, Synagogue Studies Institute
Rabbi David Spinrad, Beth El Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Hannah Spiro, Hill Havurah
Rabbi Toba Spitzer, Reconstructing Judaism
Rabbi John Spitzer, Temple Israel, Canton, OH
Rabbi Yael Splansky, Holy Blossom Temple
Rabbi Samuel Stahl, Temple Beth-El, San Antonio, TX
Rabbi Seth Stander, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Joshua Stanton, East End Temple
Rabbi Sonya Starr, Columbia Jewish Congregation
Rabbi Linda Steigman, Temple Adath Joseph, St. Joseph, MO
Rabbi Peter Stein, Temple B’rith Kodesh
Rabbi Jonathan Stein, Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi Howard Stein, Temple B’nai Israel
Rabbi Dr. David Stein,
Rabbi David Steinberg, Temple Israel (Duluth, Minnesota)
Rabbi Richard Steinbrink, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Rachel Steiner, Barnert Temple
Rabbi Eleanor Steinman,
Rabbi Lisa Stella, University of Michigan Hillel
Rabbi David Stern, Temple Emanu-El Dallas, TX
Rabbi Michelle Stern,
Rabbi Ron Stern, Stephen Wise Temple
Rabbi Sharon Stiefel, Mayim Rabim Congregation
Rabbi Debbie Stiel, Temple Beth Sholom (Topeka)
Rabbi Jeffrey Stiffman, Congregation Shaare Emeth Emeritus
Rabbi Susan Stone, Cleveland Clinic, Hillcrest Hospital
Rabbi Simon Stratford, Temple Sholom of Cincinnati
Rabbi Micah Streiffer, Temple Kol Ami, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Steve Stroiman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Karen Strok, Leo Beach Temple
Rabbi Joshua Strom,
Rabbi Alana Suskin, Pomegranate Initiative
Rabbi Barbara Symons, Temple David
Rabbi Robert Tabak, Editor, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association, RRA Connection
Rabbi Irwin Tanenbaum, Emeritus Rabbi Congregation Shir Shalom, Buffalo, NY
Rabbi Joshua Taub, CCAR
Rabbi Bill Tepper , Member, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Elliott Tepperman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi David Teutsch, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Karen Thomashow , Isaac M. Wise Temple
Rabbi Debbi Till, Temple Sinai, Rochester, NY
Rabbi Rachel Timoner, Congregation Beth Elohim
Rabbi Betsy Torop, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Daniela Touati, Keren or Lyon France
Rabbi Diane Tracht, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Daniel Utley Daniel Utley, Temple Emanu-El of Dallas
Rabbi Lisa Vinikoor, Beth Israel Congregation, Bath, ME
Rabbi Carrir Vogel, Reform
Rabbi Jessie Wainer, Northern Virginia Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Miriam Wajnberg, Union for Reform Judaism
Cantor Kevin Wartell,
Rabbi Dr. Mira Wasserman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Pamela Wax, Westchester Jewish Community Services
Rabbi Deborah Waxman, Reconstructing Judaism
Rabbi Elyse Wechterman, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Rabbi Sheila Weinberg,
Rabbi Josh Weinberg, URJ/ARZA
Rabbi Michael Weinberg, Temple Beth Israel, Skokie, IL
Rabbi Nathan Weiner, Congregation Beth Tikvah - Marlton, NJ
Rabbi Jennifer Weiner,
Rabbi David M Weis, Beth Israel, Northfield, NJ
Rabbi Stephen Weisman, Temple Solel, Bowie MD (Union for Reform Judaism)
Rabbi Greg Weisman, Temple Beth El of Boca Raton
Rabbi Tobie Weisman, Yearning for Learning Center, Montpelier, VT
Cantor Steven Weiss, Member, American Conference of Cantors
Rabbi Rachel Weiss, Jewish Reconstructionist Congregation - JRC
Rabbi Micah Weiss, Reconstructing Judaism
Rabbi Ora Weiss, Restorahtive Judaism
Rabbi Sarah Weissman, Congregation Beth Am
Rabbi Michael White, Temple Sinai of Roslyn, NY
Rabbi David Widzer,
Cantor Emily Wigod PIncus, The Reform Temple of Forest Hills
Rabbi Rick Winer, Temple Beth Israel, Fresno CA/Faith in the Valley
Rabbi Dr. Laura Novak Winer, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
Rabbi Binah Wing, Temple Beth-El, Rockford, IL
Rabbi Paula Winnig,
Rabbi David Wirtschafter, Temple Adath Israel, Lexington KY
Rabbi Stephen Wise, Shaarei-Beth El Congregation
Sylvia Sylvin Wolf, Congregation Ahavat Chesed
Rabbi Greg Wolfe, Congregation Bet Haverim
Cantor Josee Wolff, Hebrew Union College
Rabbi Julie Wolkoff, N/A
Rabbi Michal Woll, Congregation Shir Hadas - MKE
Rabbi Nora Woods, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Cantor Cheryl Wunch,
rabbinical student May Ye, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Rabbi Paul Yedwab, Temple Israel of Detroit
Rabbi Marina Yergin, Temple Beth-El, San Antonio, Texas
Cantor Natalie Young, Temple Beth El of South Orange County
Rabbi Mara Young, Reform
Rabbi Rebecca Yussman, Temple Menorah
Rabbi Mary Zamore, Women's Rabbinic Network
Rabbi Deborah Zecher,
Rabbi Adam Zeff, Germantown Jewish Centre
Rabbi Elizabeth Zeller, Temple Chaverim
Rabbi Daniel Zemel, Temple Micah, Washington, DC
Rabbi Irwin Zeplowitz, The Community Synagogue
Rabbi Lina Zerbarini, Kehillath Shalom Synagogue
Rabbi Matt Zerwekh, Temple Emanu-El, Oak Park Michigan
Rabbi Laurie Zimmerman, Congregation Shaarei Shamayim
Rabbi Michael Zimmerman, Congregation Kehillat Israel, Lansing Michigan
Rabbi Jill Zimmerman, Path With Heart
Rabbi Brian Zimmerman, Beth El Congregation Fort Worth, Texas
Rabbi Misha Zinkow, Makor Educational Journeys
Rabbi Ruth Zlotnick, Temple Beth Am
Rabbi Benjamin Zober, Temple Sinai Reno
Rabbi Sara Zober, Temple Sinai, Reno
Rabbi Rain Zohav, Jews of the Earth
Rabbi Gary P. Zola, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
Rabbi Yosef Zylberberg,